




































THE STACK MANAGER 

How the Stack Manager Works 
- 

A "Stack" is a listing of price and volume combinations for a Product. The customer will 
see only the most favorable bid or offer price. They will not see the remaining entries in 
the Stack unless the most favorable entries are sequentially removed either by other 
customers completing transactions, or their removal by the Enron trader. 

The Enron trader maintains a Stack, so that if a transaction is completed by-the 
customer, the next bid or offer in the Stack list will immediately appear to take its place. 
Different techniques can be used in building the Stack, depending on market objectives. 
It is possible, for instance, to have an entire Stack in which all of the prices and 
quantities are the-.same. Therefore, the "marker will not move, regardless of whether or 

- not a customer "takes our the entire bid or offer which is visible on their screen at any 
one time. An alternate strategy might be to build the stack with the same volume entries, 
but with prices moving up or down in defined increments. With this kind of stack, as 
customers complete transactions, the market will appear to move up or down, as 
appropriate. 

Much more complex Stack strategies are of course possible, and EnronOnline has 
several tools which allow for construction of complex strategies and inter-Product 
_relationships. These tools are discussed in the "Modifying Product Settings/Attributesn -- 
section, later in this document. 

There is only one Offer Stack and One Bid Stack per Product, although there can be 
dependencies between Stacks. 

Each trader will have a set of Productsfor which they will be responsible. Each active 
Product which is shown to customers must have a Stack maintained for it. 

It is possible for multiple traders to view the same Product, but only one Trader will have 
Manager status and be able to manipulate the Stacks at any one time. 

The Stack Manager links directly to the EnronOnline database. Customers do not have 
access to the Stack Manager. Information is entered into the EnronOnline database 
through the Stack Manager application and is processed, reformatted and selected 
elements transmitted to customers via the Internet. 

Stack Manager Function Summary 

The Stack Manager is the primary interface that Enron traders will use to connect to the 
EnronOnline database and maintain their Stacks. This application allows traders to add, 
delete and modify prices and volumes, define Stack strategies, reassign responsibility 
for management of certain Products, view completed transactions, set market times, etc. 
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